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We have used a polarized spatially resolved microluminescence technique to investigate photocarrier charge
and spin transport at 6 K in a GaAs nanowire (NW; n-type doping level ≈1017 cm−3). Because of the difference
in expansion coefficients of the NW and of its SiO2 substrate, the NW is under strain, as revealed by the splitting
between light- and heavy-hole emissions in the luminescence intensity spectrum. Light valence levels lie above
the heavy valence ones, which is attributed as being caused by a tensile strain along both the axial and the
lateral directions of the NW, equivalent to a compressive strain in the direction of light excitation. The symmetry
group of the perturbed nanowire is then lowered to C2v . No spin polarization can be evidenced for the heavy
valence levels. The electron spin polarization decays up to a distance of 5 µm from the excitation spot, because
of spin relaxation, and stays constant for larger distances because of the increased value of the drift velocity.
Remarkably, the light-hole spin polarization exhibits damped spatial oscillations over as much as 5 µm. Analysis
of the effect of strain on valence states shows that these oscillations are caused by the spin-orbit interaction
in the light valence level. It is found that, for the C2v point group, the corresponding Hamiltonian is linear in
momentum. This spin-orbit interaction causes coherent oscillations rather than a spin relaxation process since
transport essentially has a drift character in the internal electric field. The equivalent effective magnetic field
induced by spin-orbit interaction and strain is, taking a light-hole g factor of 1, of the order of 60 mT.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.108.205402

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of spin-orbit interaction on the electronic spin
in the conduction band has been investigated in detail because
of potential applications using the spin degree of freedom for
information transfer [1–5]. In particular, the electron spin has
been shown to exhibit precessions over long distances with
limited losses caused by spin relaxation (the persistent spin
helix) [6–10].

Hole spins are believed to be also highly interesting be-
cause of the larger spin-orbit interaction [11]. However, in
bulk unstrained cubic semiconductors, the effect of the spin-
orbit interaction on holes’ spin is poorly known because of the
very short hole spin relaxation time [12]. In GaAs-based quan-
tum wells, the confinement removes the degeneracy between
light- and heavy-hole states and has been shown to strongly
increase the hole spin relaxation time [13,14]. Investigations
of the spin properties have mostly been limited to those of
heavy holes for which the corresponding electronic level in
the valence band lies above that of light holes [11,15] and
to theoretical investigations of the spin-dependent band struc-
ture [16] and of the spin-orbit-interaction-induced hole spin
relaxation [17].

The breaking of cubic symmetry can also be induced by
application of a uniaxial strain [18] or by strain induced by the
lattice mismatch with the substrate [19,20]. This breaking has
been shown to induce a significant modification of electronic
features such as spin relaxation [18], spin-orbit splitting [21],
and mobility [22]. However, only a very small number of
studies have considered the effect of a strain on hole spins
[23,24].

The present work is a theoretical and experimental inves-
tigation of the effect of a strain on valence hole states in
n-doped nonquantizing GaAs nanowires (NWs). The strain
originates from a difference between the thermal expansion
coefficient of GaAs and that of its substrate. The splitting
of the light and heavy valence bands is consistent with a
biaxial symmetry breaking, both in the axial direction and in
the lateral direction of the NW, rather than with a uniaxial
breaking in the sole axial direction.

We show that light holes generated by a tightly focused
light excitation are spin polarized and that their spin po-
larization exhibits damped spatial oscillations during spatial
transport up to 5 µm from the excitation spot. In this case, a
group theoretical analysis shows that the spin-orbit interaction
acting on valence holes is linear in momentum and is able
to induce a precession of the hole spin. As shown by self-
consistent calculations, transport mostly has a drift character
in the internal electric field. This unique feature enables the
observation of coherent oscillations rather than inducing a
relaxation process.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Principles

As shown in the inset of Fig. 1, we have chosen a NW
of length 25 µm and diameter 90 nm. Such a NW, grown by
hydride vapor phase epitaxy on a Si(111) substrate [25], lies
on the metallic side of the Mott transition (n-type doping level
≈1017 cm−3) [26] and has strong potentialities for electron
charge and spin transport [27,28]. This NW is depleted since
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FIG. 1. Curve a shows the luminescence intensity spectrum at
6 K of a depleted NW at the excitation spot. The intensity spectrum
exhibits a dominant component near 1.51 eV, shown by curve b,
along with high- and low-energy shoulders, shown by the residual
signal, curve c. Curve d shows the spectrum of the degree of circular
polarization, given by Eq. (1). The presence of strains in the NW is
revealed by the negative polarization near 1.51 eV, at which point
recombination occurs to a split light-hole level. The inset shows an
electron microscope image of the NW.

its diameter is smaller than the limit of 180 nm for this doping
level [27].

After a surface passivation by an alkaline hydrazine sulfide
solution [29], the NW was scraped and deposited horizontally
on a grid of lattice spacing 15 µm. The NW was excited by
a tightly focused, continuous-wave, σ±-polarized laser beam
(Gaussian radius ≈0.6 µm) [30]. The excitation energy was
1.59 eV, thus enabling transitions from both heavy and light
valence levels. Using a setup described elsewhere [27,31],
the luminescence intensity I as a function of distance to the
excitation spot was monitored, at a given energy in the spec-
trum and for a given distance from the excitation spot. Thus
emission spectra could be recorded at a given distance from
the excitation spot, as well as luminescence spatial profiles at
a given energy in the spectrum. This latter investigation was
performed using difference measurements with the laser spot
on the NW and slightly out of the NW, thus resulting in a
dynamic range larger than three orders of magnitude.

Using a σ i circularly polarized excitation, where i = ±, the
intensity Ii j of the component of the luminescence with σ j

helicity ( j = ±) was also monitored. Here, in order to remove
parasitic signals due to residual birefringence of components
in the setup, we define the degree of polarization as the relative
difference between copolarized and contrapolarized emission
intensities

P = 1

2I
[I++ + I−− − I+− − I−+]. (1)

The value of P is positive (negative) if the luminescence
is copolarized (contrapolarized) with respect to the laser.

In order to obtain the expression for P under strain,
we show in Fig. 2 the optical transitions at k = 0, for ex-
citation and recombination, for σ±-polarized light. To first
order, one assumes here, as is generally done, that the only
effect of strain is to shift the valence levels, the light valence

FIG. 2. Valence and conduction states at k = 0 for a strained
semiconductor with light valence levels above the heavy ones.
Solid (dashed) arrows show the transitions corresponding to �m =
+1 (�m = −1) and to emission or absorption of a σ+-polarized
(σ−-polarized) photon. Also shown are the corresponding relative
oscillator strengths.

level lying above the heavy one for a compressive strain
[32]. The polarizations of electrons, light holes, and heavy
holes are defined as Pe = (n+1/2 − n−1/2)/(n+1/2 + n−1/2),
Plh = (p+1/2 − p−1/2)/(p+1/2 + p−1/2), and Phh = (p+3/2 −
p−3/2)/(p+3/2 + p−3/2). Here, the electron, light-hole, and
heavy-hole populations are n±1/2, p±1/2, and p±3/2, respec-
tively [33]. The degree of circular polarization Plh (Phh)
of the luminescence related to light (heavy) holes is given
by

Plh = Pe + Plh

1 + PePlh
≈ Pe + Plh,

Phh = −Pe + Phh

1 − PePhh
≈ −Pe + Phh. (2)

The approximate expressions in the above equations are
valid to first order since the spin polarizations are small with
respect to unity. For a σ+-polarized light excitation, Pe < 0.
Since a transition from a given valence level m leaves an
excess hole of momentum −m, one has Plh > 0 and Phh > 0.
Thus, since hole polarizations are usually smaller than the
electron ones, one expects that the light-hole luminescence is
contrapolarized with respect to the laser, while the heavy-hole
luminescence is copolarized (i.e., Plh < 0 and Phh > 0).
A contrapolarized emission has indeed generally been inter-
preted as related to a light-hole recombination [34].

Throughout this paper we shall use three orthonormal co-
ordinate systems, defined by

x = [100], y = [010], z = [001],

X = 1√
6

[112], Y = 1√
2

[110], Z = 1√
3

[111],

x′ = 1√
2

[110], y′ = 1√
2

[110], z′ = [001]. (3)

The first orthonormal coordinate system is the usual frame for
a cubic crystal. The second one is the natural system for a NW
axis along the [111] crystal orientation. The third one will be
used for strain along the [110] direction.
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B. Intensity and polarization spectra at the excitation spot

Curve a in Fig. 1 shows the intensity spectrum taken at the
excitation spot, at a lattice temperature of 6 K and for a weak
excitation power of 45 µW. The main line is approximated by
a Gaussian profile of peak position 1.512 eV and half width
7.2 meV (curve b). As seen from curve c, the residual signal
is the sum of a high-energy emission peaking at 1.520 eV
and a low-energy tail. This tail is due to indirect recombina-
tion transitions in real space and will not be considered here
[28,35,36].

Curve d in Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of the degree of
circular polarization P and reveals that the main line is
contrapolarized with respect to the laser, while the high-
energy component is copolarized. As seen from Eq. (2),
where Pe < 0, Plh > 0, and Phh > 0, the only possible ex-
planation for a contrapolarized emission is that this line is
due to recombination with light holes. The conclusion that
light holes are spin polarized cannot be drawn from the sole
polarization spectrum but rather, as seen below, from the
polarization spatial profiles. In agreement with Eq. (2), the
copolarized high-energy component is caused by recombi-
nation with heavy holes. This implies that the light valence
level lies above the heavy valence one, with a splitting of
8 meV.

Since the thermal expansion coefficient of GaAs (6 ×
10−6 K−1) is larger than that of the SiO2 substrate (0.6 ×
10−6 K−1), the stress at low temperature is expected to be
tensile along the plane of the substrate. This situation is sim-
ilar to the case of GaAsN alloys deposited on GaAs [20] and
is opposite to that of GaAs on CaF2 substrates [19] and to
quantum wells for which the heavy valence energy level lies
above the light valence one.

The hypothesis of a tensile strain in the sole [111] NW
axis cannot account for the results. Indeed, in this case and at
variance with Fig. 2, the light valence level should lie below
the heavy one (see Ref. [32]). Moreover, for circularly polar-
ized light perpendicular to the NW axis, matrix elements for
optical transitions between the heavy valence levels and the
conduction band are zero for symmetry reasons [37]. This im-
plies that, in contrast with experimental results, luminescence
originated from recombination of spin-polarized conduction
electrons with heavy valence levels should not be circularly
polarized.

Here, one assumes that a tensile stress is also present in
the direction perpendicular to the NW axis along which the
NW is in contact with the substrate. The contact surface is
nonzero since the NW is laterally faceted with probable facet
orientations perpendicular to the X and Y crystallographic
axes [38]. Assuming here that the contact is along X and Z ,
so that Y is the direction of optical excitation, the biaxial
tensile stress along Z and X is equivalent to a compressive
uniaxial stress along Y so that, in agreement with the experi-
mental results, the light valence level lies above the heavy one.
This situation is analogous to that found for GaAsN epilayers
on GaAs [20], for which the luminescence and polarization
spectra are very similar to those shown in Fig. 1, including
a significant positive polarization of the heavy-hole emission
and a lower energy of the light-hole luminescence. Within
the C2v symmetry group, diagonalization of the Hamiltonian

FIG. 3. Polarization spatial profiles at the light-hole (Plh; curve
b, 1.510 eV) and heavy-hole (Phh; curve a, 1.525 eV) energies.
Curve c, obtained using Eq. (11), is an estimate of the component
Pe of curve b due to photoelectrons. The residual signal Plh − Pe

is due to spin-polarized light holes, for which the polarization ex-
hibits damped oscillations during transport. Curve d is the spatial
profile of Phh, obtained from curve a after correcting for the spectral
admixture of the light-hole emission. This profile mostly exhibit
features related to photoelectrons, without any visible contribution
from heavy holes.

under strain [39] shows that the splitting at k = 0 is given by

� = P
√

B2(S1,1 − S1,2)2 + D2S2
4,4, (4)

where B ≈ 2 eV and D ≈ 5 eV are energies characterizing the
deformation potential tensor for light and heavy holes [40].
Here, the elasticity tensor coefficients S1,1, S1,2, and S4,4 are
given in Ref. [41]. From the value of the light-heavy valence
splitting, we estimate that the pressure P is of the order of 0.9
kbar. This value is smaller than that of Ref. [20] by almost one
order of magnitude.

C. Polarization spatial profiles

Curves a and b in Fig. 3 show the spatial profiles of
the degree of circular polarization at energies of 1.525 and
1.510 eV, respectively. While curve b shows the spatial profile
of Plh, the spatial profile of Phh is obtained from curve a by
taking into account the residual light-hole-related emission at
1.525 eV. This profile is obtained by subtracting the quantity
η · Plh as found from the luminescence line shape, η ≈ 0.3,
and is shown by curve d.

These spatial profiles are at variance with those of an
unstrained depleted sample of similar diameter for which the
polarization spatial profile is essentially flat [28]. Remark-
ably, Plh exhibits damped oscillations up to a distance of
about 5 µm from the excitation spot, while Phh essentially
decreases up to ≈5% at a distance of 3 µm. The presence of
oscillations on the spatial profile of Plh and their absence
from that of Phh is remarkable. As seen from Eq. (2), this
finding shows the following: (i) The oscillations concern the
light-hole polarization rather than the conduction electron
one. In the opposite case where the electron spin polarization
oscillates, this would generate oscillations on both the heavy-
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and light-hole emissions. (ii) An immediate consequence is
that light holes are spin polarized and that the negative polar-
ization of the main line has a significant negative contribution
from light holes. For Z � 5 µm the oscillations have vanished,
and one has Phh = −Plh ≈ 5%, as expected from Eq. (2) in
the absence of hole polarization.

III. INTERPRETATION

We propose that, in the same way as found elsewhere for
the conduction band [1,42], these oscillations originate from
the spin-orbit interaction in the valence band.

A. The spin-orbit interaction under strain

Application of a strain strongly reduces the hole spin re-
laxation and is thus able to reveal the hole spin properties,
including the effect of the hole spin-orbit interaction. This
application also modifies the magnitude of the spin-orbit
interaction, as shown in the Appendix, which gives, quite
generally, the expressions of the terms linear and cubic in the
momentum k and of the strain-dependent terms.

Here, as already performed by Durnev et al. [16] for quan-
tum wells, we determine the hole spin-orbit Hamiltonian to
lowest order in k by applying the method of invariants to
the perturbed symmetry group (here C2v) [39]. This method
uses a decomposition of the Hamiltonian as the sum of sev-
eral terms, each containing momentum operators and spin
variables, and stipulates that a given matrix element of the
spin-orbit Hamiltonian, being a scalar, must transform ac-
cording to the �1 representation of the C2v point group. The
valence band is split into two effective spin doublets which
belong each to the same �

j
5 ( j = l, h) irreducible represen-

tation. The product �5 ⊗ �5 = �1 + �2 + �3 + �4 contains
the representations of the spin operator components Ŝy′ (�2)
and Ŝx′ (�4). The wave-vector components kx′ and ky′ belong
also to the �2 and �4 irreducible representations, respectively.
Considering the reducible representation (�2 + �4) [one has
(�2 + �4) ⊗ (�2 + �4) = 2�1 + 2�3], we see that two inde-
pendent constants are necessary to build an effective spin-orbit
Hamiltonian (which must transform as a scalar). As the prod-
ucts kx′ Ŝy′ and kx′ Ŝy′ transform along the scalar representation
�1, we determine at lowest order in �k the form of the effective
spin-orbit Hamiltonian

Hso = 2

h̄
[β j2kx′ Ŝ jy′ + β j4ky′ Ŝ jx′ ], (5)

where the coefficients β j2 and β j4 are determined by the
spin-orbit interaction and by the stress tensor. With respect to
quantum wells on a [110] substrate, this expression contains
an additional term, depending on ky′ [16]. For such quantum
wells, this term is zero since ky′ = 0 because of confinement.

In the XY Z frame, well adapted to the NW geometry, one
obtains Hso = �j · Ŝ, where Ŝ is the spin operator of light or
heavy valence states and the precession vector is given by

h̄�j = 2√
3

⎛
⎝ β j4kY

β j2(kX + √
2kZ )√

2β j4kY

⎞
⎠. (6)

Since without spin-orbit coupling, the hole spin is expected
to lie along the direction Y of optical pumping, the presence
of nonzero components of � along X and Z , proportional
to kY , should cause a precession in an effective spin-orbit-
interaction-related magnetic field.

B. Drift transport

In order to show that the spin-orbit interaction can generate
oscillations, it is necessary to investigate the nature of trans-
port in the NW. For usual diffusive transport, the fluctuations
of kY during the hole lifetime may decrease the coherence
of the oscillations and also induce a spin relaxation process.
Observation of coherent spatial oscillations also requires a
nearly constant value of kZ , which is reached in the case of
drift transport. In this case, possible fluctuations of kX do not
play a significant role since, in Eq. (6), kX is negligible with
respect to kZ .

The nature of transport in the NW is discussed here using
the intensity spatial profiles, shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 4. Curve a (curve b), taken at the spectral position of the
heavy (light) hole emission, reveals the spatial distribution of
the intensity product nph (npl ) of the photoelectron and heavy
(light) hole concentrations. These two profiles are similar,
suggesting the existence of a thermal equilibrium between
light and heavy holes. They exhibit a rapid decrease up to
4 µm from the excitation spot and a slower decrease for larger
distances [43].

The nonexponential nature of the intensity profile is anal-
ogous to spatial profiles in the case of ambipolar transport
and reveals the existence of a significant internal electric
field [44]. However, usual transport models, which assume
electrical neutrality, would predict a negligible electric field
since light holes and conduction electrons have a nearly equal
effective mass [45]. In order to resolve this contradiction, it
is pointed out that electrical neutrality is only strictly valid at
zero temperature. For a nondegenerate electron-hole plasma at
a nonzero temperature, thermal excitation of carriers induces
a nonzero effective charge. In a volume of spatial extension L,
the relative departure from neutrality is found, using Gauss’s
theorem, to be (n − p)/n ≈ (λD/L)2. Here, the Debye-Hückel
length is λD =

√
εε0kBTe/(q2n) [46], where kB is Boltzmann’s

constant and Te is the temperature of the photoelectron gas.
Here, q is the absolute value of the electron charge, ε is
the static dielectric constant, and ε0 is the permittivity of the
vacuum. The electric field E is then given by the very simple
expression

E = kBTe

qL
. (7)

Taking L = 4 µm, which is the extension of the fast decrease
and Te = 30 K, one finds E ≈ 7 × 10−4 V/µm. It will be
shown in the following section that, in this internal electric
field, transport has a drift character.

IV. DISCUSSION

This section is devoted to a semiquantitative interpretation
of the charge and polarization spatial profiles using a self-
consistent numerical resolution.
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FIG. 4. The bottom panel shows the measured intensity spatial
profiles at energies of 1.519 eV (heavy holes, curve a) and 1.510 eV
(light holes, curve b). Curve c shows the calculated intensity profile,
as explained in the text. Curve d in the middle panel shows the spatial
profile of the internal electric field. Curve e in the middle panel
shows the spatial profile of the carrier velocity, as obtained from the
self-consistent calculations using Eq. (10). Curves f and g in the top
panel show the spatial profiles of hole drift and diffusive currents. For
a distance from the excitation spot larger than 2 µm, drift transport
prevails over diffusive transport.

A. Interpretation of the intensity profiles

A key ingredient for transport in NWs slightly above the
insulator-metal transition is the fact that, because of spatial
statistical fluctuations of the donor concentration, the bottom
of the conduction band and the top of the valence bands
exhibit spatial energy fluctuations, so that transport occurs
by hopping between the resulting potential wells. It has been
found that transport in such a disordered system can be de-
scribed by introducing a field dependence of the electron and
hole mobilities, which, according to Refs. [47,48], take the
form

μe(lh)(E ) = μ∗
e(lh) exp

[
−Ee(lh)

|E |
]
, (8)

where μ∗
e(lh) are the mobilities at large electric field. The

characteristic electric fields Ee(lh) are given by

Ee(lh) = �e(lh)

qδ
, (9)

where the energies �e(lh) are of the order of the fluctuation
amplitude and δ is the length of an elementary tunnel process.

We have performed a self-consistent numerical resolution
of the Poisson and drift diffusion equations, including Boltz-
mann statistics and imposing a zero potential at the NW ends
and a zero recombination current at the lateral surfaces [28].
Because of the similar values of electron and light-hole effec-
tive masses, the electron and light-hole transport parameters
were taken to be equal. The common values of μ∗

e = μ∗
h =

6 × 104 cm2 V−1 s−1 are a factor of 6 larger than those taken
for an unstrained NW, in agreement with the reported mobility
increase caused by application of a strain in a NW [22]. In the
same way as for earlier work on unstrained NWs [28], we took
Ee = Elh = 10−3 V/µm. The electron and hole lifetimes were
τ = 3 ns. The values of the other parameters were found to
have a negligible effect on the profile.

The calculated intensity spatial profile, shown by curve c
in Fig. 4, is identical to the experimental one up to a distance
of ≈5 µm, i.e., in the range in which oscillations are observed.
For larger distances, the decrease of the experimental profile
is slightly slower than that of the experimental one. This has
been observed before and could be caused by the onset of a
quasiballistic hole transport regime in the increased electric
field [28].

As shown by curve d in Fig. 4, the calculated internal
electric field, of 6 × 10−4 V/µm at a distance of 4 µm, is
comparable to the estimate using Eq. (7). Curve e in Fig. 4
shows the calculated spatial dependence of the electron drift
velocity, given by

ve = μ∗
eE exp

(
− Ee

|E |
)

. (10)

This velocity increases with distance because of the in-
crease of both the electric field and the mobility. Curves f
and g in Fig. 4 show the calculated spatial profiles of the hole
drift and diffusive currents, respectively. While up to ≈2 µm
transport is mostly diffusive, it has a drift character for larger
distances. This is because for z < 2 µm, the internal electric
field is smaller than Ee and Eh, so that, as seen from curve e in
Fig. 4, the mobility and therefore the velocity are reduced. It
is concluded that the spin oscillations occur during drift hole
transport in the internal electric field.

B. Interpretation of the polarization spatial profiles

As seen from Eq. (6), the observation of coherent spatial
oscillations suggests that kY is nearly constant during trans-
port. A possible explanation may come from the value of
the hopping range δ, given by Eq. (9), which plays the role
of an effective mean free path. With the above value of Ee,
one finds δ ≈ 1 µm, i.e., a value much larger than the NW
radius. As a result, light holes localized in potential wells near
the excitation spot have a larger probability of performing a
hopping process along the Z direction than along the lateral
ones. The quantity kY will thus be little modified, and will be
approximately equal to its thermal value, so that the spin-orbit
interaction produces a precession rather than a spin relaxation.
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As seen from Eq. (2), the shape of the spatial profile of
Plh suggests that its electronic contribution Pe decreases with
increasing distance to the excitation spot and stays constant
for distances larger 4 µm. This finding can be interpreted
since, as shown by curve e in Fig. 4, the velocity increases
with distance to the excitation spot because of the increase of
the electric field. There results a decrease at large distance of
the polarization losses by spin relaxation per traveled distance.
A simple calculation shows that the spatial profile of the
photoelectron spin polarization is given by

Pe(Z ) = Pe(Z0) exp

[
−

∫ Z

Z0

1

veT1
dl

]
, (11)

where Z is the distance to the excitation spot. For the spin
relaxation time, we have taken T1 = 20 ns, which is the value
for unstrained material of the same doping [49] multiplied by
a factor of ≈3 because of the strain-induced increase [18].
Here, the lower integration limit (Z0 = 1 µm) is nonzero since
transport near the excitation spot has been shown to be diffu-
sive. We have chosen Pe(Z0) = −13%. The calculated spatial
profile of Pe(Z ), shown by curve c in Fig. 3, coincides very
well with the minima of Plh.

By difference, one finds that the spatial oscillations of the
light-hole polarization Plh are characterized by a spatial period
of about 1.1 µm. As shown by curve d in Fig. 3, the spatial
profile of Phh does not exhibit oscillations. One observes
an initial rapid decay due to the photoelectron contribution,
with an essentially flat profile at larger distances. This im-
plies that no contribution of heavy holes to the luminescence
circular polarization can be evidenced. The apparently weak
spin polarization of heavy holes does not originate from a
longer lifetime, as seen from the identical intensity spatial
profiles, but rather from a smaller value of the heavy-hole spin
relaxation time with respect to the light-hole one.

Finally, the magnitude of the spin-orbit interaction is es-
timated from the value of the drift velocity for which the
calculated spatial profile is shown by curve e in Fig. 4. The
time period of the oscillations is found to be of the order
of 1 ns, and taking a light-hole g factor of 1, the spin-orbit
interaction is found to correspond to an effective magnetic
field of the order of 60 mT. Using the thermal value of k, one
also finds that the coefficients βlh which appear in Eq. (6) are
of the order of several 10−12 eV cm.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, investigation of the charge and spin spatial
profiles in a depleted GaAs NW under strain gives us a unique
opportunity to study light-hole dynamics during transport.
The polarization spectrum at the place of excitation shows
that, at variance with most investigations on quantum wells
and strained materials, (i) the light valence level lies above
the heavy one and (ii) electrons as well as light holes are spin
polarized. Drift transport in an internal electric field caused by
a slight departure from charge neutrality leads to spatial oscil-
lations of the light-hole mean spin, equivalent to precession in
an effective magnetic field of ≈60 mT.

Using a theoretical description of the effect of a strain on
the valence band, it is found that the ordering of heavy and
light valence levels rather suggests a biaxial tensile strain,

equivalent to a compressive strain along the axis of light
excitation, implying that the crystal point group of the strained
NW is C2v . In this case, the spin-orbit Hamiltonian acting on
holes is linear in the momentum k and is consistent with the
appearance of oscillations.

Note, finally, that the present NWs are not far from an
optimum system, as a function of the characteristic dimen-
sion in the direction Y of light excitation, for observation
of spin-orbit-interaction-related oscillations. For a very thin,
quantizing NW or for a quantum well on a [110] substrate,
the momentum kY has a zero value. Thus � given by Eq. (6)
is perpendicular to the nanowire axis or to the plane of the
quantum well, i.e., parallel to the initial spin polarization, so
that, in agreement with Ref. [16], no spin precession will be
observed. Conversely, for a lateral dimension larger than the
typical length of an elementary hopping process, the quan-
tities kY and kX will fluctuate during transport, so that the
spin-orbit interaction should induce a spin relaxation rather
than coherent oscillations.
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APPENDIX: HOLE SPIN-ORBIT HAMILTONIAN FOR
UNSTRAINED AND STRAINED SEMICONDUCTORS

The spin-orbit Hamiltonian for unstrained cubic semicon-
ductors has been described in Ref. [40]. Adopting the same
method as used in Ref. [18] for conduction electron spins in
a strained cubic material, we determine the linear-in-k and
cubic-in-k components as follows. The nonrelativistic term
is determined by symmetry and depends on the hole angular
momentum Ĵ. It is given by

Hv3 = [γv3κ(k) + γv3εκ(k, ��ε) + γ ′
v3εκ

′(k, ε′)] · Ĵ, (A1)

where γv3, γv3ε , and γ ′
v3ε are scalars and κv3, κv3ε , and

κ′
v3,ε are vectors of components along x, given by κv3x =

kx(k2
y − k2

z ), κv3εx = kx(εyy − εyy), and κ′
v3εx = εxyky − εxzkz.

The other components are obtained by cyclic permutation.
Here, εi j are the components of the deformation tensor ��ε, and
ε′

x = εyz and the other components are obtained by cyclic per-
mutations. Thus, for a zero strain, only the first term is present
in the above equation, so that the second and third terms are
additional strain-induced contributions to the nonrelativistic
term. The spin-orbit interaction introduces a relativistic term,
given by

H so
v3 = [

γ so
v3κ(k) + γ so

v3εκ(k, ��ε) + γ ′so
v3εκ

′(k, ε)
] · Ĵ. (A2)
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This term is of the same type as Eq. (A1), where the
coefficients γv3, γv3ε , and γ ′

v3ε are replaced by γ so
v3, γ so

v3ε , and
γ ′so

v3ε , respectively.
There is, finally, a term linear in momentum and strain, of

the form

H so
v1 (k) = 4

3

[
kso

0 k + kso
0,ε′ε

′] · V̂ , (A3)

where the components of the vector V̂ are given by V x =
[Jx, (J2

y − J2
z )]+, and cyclic permutations. Here, [A, B]+ =

[AB + BA]/2. In the same way as for the above equations, we
have introduced a term dependent on the strain.

The form of these equations shows that strain strongly
modifies the spin-orbit coupling, without, however, modifying
its structure. It can be shown that to first order in k, the above
expressions lead to Eq. (5).
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